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  “Mobile Stage Truck is simply the best in the business” - Fox Sports
Effortless Setup, Unforgettable Impact: Your Solution for Easy & Instant Outdoor Staging
Australia. Servicing: NSW | ACT | VIC | QLD 
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  Transform Any Outdoor Space into a Spectacular Event Venue
Discover the Ultimate in Ease, Convenience, and Impact with Mobile Stage Truck
Welcome to the future of outdoor stage production. Whether it's a music festival, corporate event, or community celebration, Mobile Stage Truck turns your vision into a stunning reality.
What We Offer:
	A Versatile Fleet: Choose from five distinct stage truck sizes, each meticulously engineered for outdoor events. Whatever your space or audience size, we have the perfect stage solution.

	Cutting-Edge Technology: Our hydraulic stages represent the pinnacle of modern stage design—swift, safe, and sure to impress.

	Efficiency at Its Best: Time is precious. That's why we guarantee rapid delivery and setup, with turnaround times as short as two hours.

	Audio-Visual Excellence: Experience crystal-clear sound and vibrant lighting. Our high-quality audio and lighting solutions are designed to captivate and mesmerise.

	Expert Crew on Demand: Need a hand? Our seasoned sound and lighting crew are at your service, ready to manage every aspect of your event. Prefer to handle things yourself? Opt for our dry hire option.


Ready to Elevate Your Event?
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                Effortless Event Staging: Simplicity Meets Excellence



              

              
                Our state-of-the-art hydraulic system effortlessly transforms our trucks into stages with just the touch of a button, ensuring we're show-ready in record time.
At Mobile Stage Truck, we provide a comprehensive, seamless service that streamlines your event planning. Experience the excellence of our professional lighting systems, cutting-edge audio technology, and expert sound technicians dedicated to making your event a resounding success.
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Casey Donovan describing Mobile Stage Truck. 









    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  Transform Your Event with Ease: Mobile Stage Truck - Where Your Time, Cost, and Satisfaction Come First
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  Effortless and Economical:
Your time and budget matter to us. That’s why Mobile Stage Truck leads the industry in fast, fuss-free set-ups and pack-downs, unmatched in Australia. In just a few hours, we convert any outdoor space into a mesmerizing event venue, saving you both time and money.
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  Trailblazers in Mobile Staging:
You deserve the best, and with Mobile Stage Truck, that's exactly what you get. As the pioneers of Australia’s first hydraulic Mobile Stage Truck, our expertise is unparalleled. Our journey began with a spontaneous event at Sydney's Bondi Beach, which swiftly transitioned into a legacy of innovation and trust in mobile staging. 
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  Your Event, Our Expertise:
We focus on what's important for your event. Our sound technicians, masters of their craft, ensure impeccable audio quality. With Mobile Stage Truck, every detail is handled with precision, offering you a hassle-free event experience. Our promise is simple: to make your event planning as smooth and successful as possible.
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  Hear from our Clients























  
  





 




  "I cannot thank you and your team enough for all your efforts last night. From all accounts, it was a raging success - and a large part of that was down to the professionalism and dedication of you and your crew. No job was too difficult, they just got on with the job, were easy to work with, and the whole set-up far exceeded our expectations. Thank you all SO much. We're getting lots of comments back from people, all very positive, and all loved the stage, sound, lighting, everything. Everyone in the office is raving about you!!"
— Tara Smith , Music Project Officer & Studio Manager , Bondi Pavilion Community Cultural Centre























  
  









  "It was an absolute pleasure having the Mobile Stage Truck and its incredible crew of people at the Festival and I will have no hesitation in contracting you again and I'd certainly be happy to recommend you to others.
Please pass on our sincere thanks to your people...they all did a great job and were so helpful. 
 I've never experienced their level of helpfulness or cheerfulness from any other supplier we have used, and this is not just confined to stage hire but any sort of equipment hire.  They are all a credit to your company."
— Gladys Reed City Centre Manager Penrith City Centre Association























  
  









  "Many thanks to your team and   the help in making an outside broadcast an outstanding success. You guys really do go beyond the call in assisting us and we truly appreciate it. Look forward to working with   MST into the future.
— Derek   Nelson Events   and Promotions Manager HOPE 103.2 FM
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                Stage the Best Event with Mobile Stage Truck: Your Vision, Our Expertise



              

              
                Experience the height of event staging with Mobile Stage Truck. We take on the complexities, allowing you to bask in the success of your event. We're not just setting up a stage; we're bringing your vision to life, ensuring every moment is exactly as you envisage.
Committed to quality and cost-effectiveness, we exceed expectations in every service we provide. Your event is our priority, and our goal is to assist you in achieving all your objectives.
Contact us now to discuss your requirements and plans. Let's create an unforgettable event together.
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Bringing Your Ideas to Life: Custom Branding with Mobile Stage Truck



              

              
                Our stages are not just platforms for events; they're canvases for your ideas. Offering extensive branding opportunities, each stage features prominent, well-defined spaces perfect for advertising. They serve as dynamic and impactful mediums to promote your event.
Interested in custom banners or unique branding solutions? Talk to us. We're here to help turn your creative vision into a captivating reality.
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                We’ll Get Your Event Up and Running Faster



              

              
                We have offices located along the east coast of Australia, meaning we have local people in each region with expert, local knowledge to support your event. Available for dry hire, or fully equipped with professional audio, lighting and crew, our stage trucks are the perfect solution for any type of event.
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We’re Perfect for Pop-Up Events



              

              
                The fast set up and pack down times of our stages make them perfect for short events such as political rallies, community services, speeches, and corporate fundraisers. We regularly set up as a roadblock or in high pedestrian areas such as malls and beach front. 
Planning an event? Let’s see how we can help. 
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            CJ Semi - 13 x 8 Stage
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            Gig Rig - 6 x 5m stage
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            Big Red - 8 x 8 Stage
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            Zippy - 6 x 5m stage
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            Rocko - 7x5 x 7.2 Stage


          
        
      
        
      

    

  


  










    

  
  

  


  



          

          
            
          
        
      
      

      
        
  
  
  
  
  
  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  Mobile Stage Truck 
ABN: 32 631 304 562   |   Call Now: 1300 078 243.  |  Email: info@mobilestagetruck.com.au
Terms and Conditions
Catering to:
Music Festivals | Fundraising Events | Award Presentations | Gala Dinners | Private Parties | Showrooms | Live Broadcasts | Promotional Activities | Tours | Sporting Events | Concerts | Trade Shows | VIP Areas | Viewing Platforms | Retail Outlets | Exhibition Spaces | Food and Wine Tastings | Product and Media Launches | Christmas Carols
Mobile Stage Truck – Your Premier Choice for Memorable Events.























  
  









    

  
  

  


  


      
    


    
    




  